
National Story Telling Week
& NSPCC Number Day& NSPCC Number Day

Number 1 had always been told to “Look after Number 1!”. They had realised that they were only
living a fraction of their life and to make things equal for everyone, they decided they must change. 

 So to challenge themselves, they went into a forest to explore. They met a magical witch who gave
them a magical cabbage that turned them into 11! 

There were lots of things to like about being 11. Now that 1 had turned in to 11, they realised how
powerful they were. 

 They decided to divide into two equal teams and explore the forest even more. When suddenly, they
came across multiple gremlins that emerged from the trees above.  

 Luckily for 11, their legs eleven allowed them to skedaddle out of there! However, this is where their
luck ran out as they entered into a dark and gloomy cave.

 Year 8

 “I am 11, who are you?” They growled back.... “This is your enemy ...
MINUS 11 ... your long lost evil twin.”

 I can’t believe after all this time, of trying to improve myself the
first thing I’ve found is something negative. Maybe if we carry on

together we can find something more positive. 
 

Discombobulated at the situation, 11 reached into their orange
purse and pulled out some Haribos – food for thought. They thought

their luck was up when they saw a chocolate coloured cat eating
wriggly wotsit worms. 

 
They decided to explore the forest in more detail. They named it The

Forest of Maths. Trees stood tall, their branches adorned with
equations and leaves displaying mathematical symbols.  

 
Do you know minus 11, if you change your name to minus minus 11 you

could really make a positive impact on those around you. 

The omnipotent number 11 was confused and puzzled about the
mathematical symbols. Then the haribos spontaneously got gobbled

by Mr Blackburn in the forest. 

11 and minus 11 made a pact to become lifelong
friends and always share their Haribos. They found a
river of chocolate in the forest and decided to take a

dip!  

 From within the Forest of Maths Mr Scott appeared
from behind an erupting volcano, and proclaimed “I
am Number 2!” He turned to all the other numbers,

and asked… “why am I such a special number?”  

Mr Blackburn fell over a taunting vine. This made
number 11 laugh so much.  

  Number 11 couldn’t keep still, he was like a romin’
numeral. He wandered into the corner, where he

found a hot pi that was 90 degrees. 
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Year 9

There was barely any light in the cave, and an ominous feeling began to wash over 11 as spiders
crawled towards them. Suddenly a voice whispered from the darkness; “Who are you?” 

A KS3 Tale...
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